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Abstract
Video prediction aims to generate realistic future
frames by learning dynamic visual patterns. One
fundamental challenge is to deal with future un-
certainty: How should a model behave when there
are multiple correct, equally probable future? We
propose an Appearance-Motion Conditional GAN
to address this challenge. We provide appearance
and motion information as conditions that specify
how the future may look like, reducing the level
of uncertainty. Our model consists of a generator,
two discriminators taking charge of appearance
and motion pathways, and a perceptual ranking
module that encourages videos of similar condi-
tions to look similar. To train our model, we de-
velop a novel conditioning scheme that consists of
different combinations of appearance and motion
conditions. We evaluate our model using facial
expression and human action datasets and report
favorable results compared to existing methods.
1. Introduction
Video prediction is concerned with generating high-fidelity
future frames given past observations by learning dynamic
visual patterns from videos. It is a promising direction for
video representation learning because the model will have
to learn to disentangle factors of variation based on com-
plex visual patterns, i.e., how objects move and deform over
time, how scenes change as the camera moves, how back-
ground changes as the foreground objects move, etc. While
the recent advances in deep generative models (Kingma
& Welling, 2013; Goodfellow et al., 2014) have brought a
rapid progress to image generation (Radford et al., 2016;
Isola et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017a), relatively little progress
has been made in video prediction. We believe this is due in
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part to future uncertainty (Walker et al., 2016), making the
problem somewhat ill-posed and evaluation difficult.
Previous work has addressed the uncertainty issue in several
directions. One popular approach is learning to extrapolate
multiple past frames into the future (Srivastava et al., 2015;
Mathieu et al., 2016). This helps reduce uncertainty because
input frames act as conditions that constrain the range of
options for the future. However, when input frames are
not sufficient statistics of the future, which is often the
case with just a few frames (e.g., four in (Mathieu et al.,
2016)), these methods suffer from blurry output caused by
future uncertainty. Recent methods thus leverage auxiliary
information, e.g., motion category labels and human pose,
along with multiple input frames (Finn et al., 2016; Villegas
et al., 2017b; Walker et al., 2017). Unfortunately, these
methods still suffer from motionless and/or blurry output
caused by the lack of clear supervision signals or suboptimal
solutions found by training algorithms.
In this work, we propose an Appearance-Motion Condi-
tional Generative Adversarial Network (AMC-GAN). Un-
like most existing methods that learn from multiple input
frames (Srivastava et al., 2015; Mathieu et al., 2016; Finn
et al., 2016; Villegas et al., 2017b; Liang et al., 2017), which
contain both appearance and motion information, we instead
disentangle appearance from motion, and learn from a sin-
gle input frame (appearance) and auxiliary input (motion).
This allows our model to learn different factors of variation
more precisely. Encoding motion with an auxiliary variable
allows our model to manipulate how the future would look
like; with a simple change of the auxiliary variable, we can
make a neutral face happy or frown, or make a neutral body
pose perform different gestures.
Training GANs is notoriously difficult (Salimans et al.,
2016). We develop a novel conditioning scheme that con-
structs multiple different combinations of appearance and
motion conditions – including even the ones that are not
part of the training samples – and specify constraints to the
learning objective such that videos generated under different
conditions all look plausible. This makes the model gener-
ate videos under conditions beyond what is available in the
training data and thus work much harder to satisfy the con-
straints during training, improving the generalization ability.
In addition, we incorporate perceptual triplet ranking into
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the learning objective so that videos with similar conditions
look more similar to each other than the ones with different
conditions. This mixed-objective learning strategy helps our
model find the optimal solution effectively.
One useful byproduct of our conditional video prediction
setting is that we can design an objective evaluation method-
ology that checks whether generated videos contain the
likely content as specified in the input condition. This is
in contrast to the traditional video prediction setting where
there is no expected output, other than it being plausibly
looking (Vondrick et al., 2016b). We design an evaluation
technique where we train a video classifier on real data with
motion category labels and test it on generated videos. We
also perform qualitative analysis to assess the visual quality
of the output, and report favorable results on the MUG facial
expression dataset (Aifanti et al., 2010) and the NATOPS
human action dataset (Song et al., 2011).
To summarize, our contributions include:
• We propose AMC-GAN that can generate multiple
different videos from a single image by manipu-
lating input conditions. The code is available at
http://vision.snu.ac.kr/projects/amc-gan.
• We develop a novel conditioning scheme that helps the
training by varying appearance and motion conditions.
• We use perceptual triplet ranking to encourage videos
of similar conditions to look similar. To our best knowl-
edge, this has not been explored in video prediction.
2. Related Work
Future Prediction: Early work proposed to use the past ob-
servation to predict certain representation of the future, e.g.,
object trajectory (Walker et al., 2014), optical flow (Walker
et al., 2015), dense trajectory features (Walker et al., 2016),
visual representation (Vondrick et al., 2016a), and human
poses (Chao et al., 2017). Our work is distinct from this line
of research as we aim to predict future frames rather than
certain representation of the future.
Video Prediction: Ranzato et al. (2014) proposed a recur-
rent neural network that predicts a target frame composed of
image patches (akin to words in language). Srivastava et al.
(2015) used a sequence-to-sequence model to predict future
frames. Early observations in video prediction have shown
that predicted frames tend to be blurry (Mathieu et al., 2016;
Finn et al., 2016). One primary reason for this is future
uncertainty (Walker et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2016); there
could be multiple correct, equally probable next frames
given the previous frames. This observation has motivated
two research directions: using adversarial training to make
the predicted frames look realistic, and using auxiliary in-
formation as conditions to constrain what the future may
look like. Our work is closely related to both directions as
we perform conditional video prediction with adversarial
training. Below we review the most representative work in
the two research directions.
Adversarial Training: Recent methods employ adversarial
training to encourage predicted frames to look realistic and
less blurry. Most work differ by the design of the discrimina-
tor: Villegas et al. (2017b) use an appearance discriminator,
Mathieu et al. (2016); Villegas et al. (2017a); Vondrick et al.
(2016b); Walker et al. (2017) use a motion discriminator,
and Liang et al. (2017); Tulyakov et al. (2017) use both.
Vondrick et al. (2016b) use a motion discriminator based
on a 3D CNN; Walker et al. (2017) adopt the same motion
discriminator. Our motion discriminator is similar to theirs,
but differ by the use of conditioning variables. Liang et al.
(2017) define two discriminators: an appearance discrimina-
tor that inspects each frame, and a motion discriminator that
inspects an optical flow image predicted from each consec-
utive frames. Our work also employs dual discriminators,
but we do not require optical flow information.
Conditional Generation: Most approaches in video predic-
tion use multiple frames as input and predict future frames
by learning to extrapolate (Ranzato et al., 2014; Srivastava
et al., 2015; Mathieu et al., 2016; Villegas et al., 2017a;
Liang et al., 2017). We consider these methods related to
ours because multiple frames essentially provide appearance
and motion conditions. Some of these work, similar to ours,
decompose input into appearance and motion pathways and
handle them separately (Villegas et al., 2017a; Liang et al.,
2017). Our work is, however, distinct from all the previous
methods in that we do not “learn to extrapolate”; rather, we
learn to predict the future from a single frame so the result-
ing video faithfully contains motion information provided
as an auxiliary variable. This latter aspect makes our work
unique because, as we show later in the paper, it allows our
model to manipulate the future depending on motion input.
For predicting future frames containing human motion,
some methods estimate body pose from input frames, and
decode input frames (appearance) and poses (motion) into
a video (Villegas et al., 2017b; Walker et al., 2017); these
methods do video prediction by pose estimation. Pose infor-
mation is attractive because they are low-dimensional. Our
work also uses a motion condition that is of low-dimensional,
but is more flexible because we work with generic keypoint
statistics (e.g., location and velocity); we show how we
encode motion information in Section 4.
Several approaches provide auxiliary information as con-
ditioning variables. Finn et al. (2016) use action and state
information of a robotic arm. Oh et al. (2015) use Atari
game actions. Reed et al. (2016) propose text-to-image
synthesis; Marwah et al. (2017) propose text-to-video pre-
diction. These methods, similar to ours, can manipulate
how the output may look like, by changing the auxiliary
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Figure 1. Our AMC-GAN consists of a generator G, two discrim-
inators each taking charge of appearance Da and motion Dm
pathways, and a perceptual ranking moduleR.
information. Thus, we empirically compare our method
with Finn et al. (2016), Mathieu et al. (2016) and Villegas
et al. (2017a) and report improved performance.
Lastly, different from all above mentioned work, we incor-
porate a perceptual ranking loss (Wang et al., 2014; Gatys
et al., 2015) to encourage videos that share the same appear-
ance/motion conditions to look similar than videos that do
not. Our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to
use this constraint in the video prediction setting.
3. Approach
Our goal is to generate a video given an appearance and
motion information. We formulate this as learning the
conditional distribution p(x|y) where x is a video and
y = [ya,ym] is a set of conditions known to occur. We
define two conditioning variables, ya and ym, that encode
appearance and motion information, respectively.
We propose an Appearance-Motion Conditional GAN,
shown in Figure 1. The generator G seeks to produce
realistic future frames. We denote a generated video by
xˆ|y = G(z|y), where z is random noise. The two discrim-
inator networks, on the other hand, attempt to distinguish
the generated videos from the real ones: Da checks if indi-
vidual frames look realistic given ya. Dm checks if a video
contains realistic motion given ym. Note that either dis-
criminator alone would be insufficient to achieve our goal:
without Da a generated video may have inconsistent visual
appearance across frames, without Dm a generated video
may not depict the motion we intend to hallucinate.
The generator and the two discriminators form a conditional
GAN (Mirza & Osindero, 2014). This alone would be in
sufficient to learn the role of conditioning variables unless
a proper care is taken. If we follow the traditional training
method (Mirza & Osindero, 2014), the model may treat
them as random noise. To ensure that the conditioning
variables have intended influence on the data generation
process, we employ a ranking network R, which takes as
input a triplet (x|y, xˆ|y, xˆ|y′) and forces x|y and xˆ|y to
look more similar to each other than x|y and xˆ|y′ , because
in the latter pair, the conditions do not match (y 6= y′).
In addition to the ranking constraint, we propose a novel con-
ditioning scheme to put constraints on the learning objective
with respect to the conditioning variables. We explain our
learning strategy and the conditioning scheme in Section 3.3,
and discuss model training in Section 3.4.
3.1. Appearance and Motion Conditions
The appearance condition ya can be any high-level abstrac-
tion that encodes visual appearance; we use a single RGB
image ya ∈ R64×64×3 (e.g., the first frame of a video).
The motion condition ym can also be any high-level abstrac-
tion that encodes motion. We define it as ym =
[
ylm,y
v
m
]
,
where ylm ∈ Rc is a motion category label encoded as a
one-hot vector, and yvm ∈ R(T−1)×2k is the velocity of k
keypoints in 2D space detected from an image sequence of
length T . We explain how we extract keypoints in Section 4.
We repeat ylm T−1 times to obtain ym ∈ R(T−1)×q , where
q = (c+ 2k). We set T = 32 in all our experiments.
We assume ylm is known both during training and inference.
However, we assume yvm is known only during training;
during inference, we randomly sample it from those training
examples that share the same class ylm as the test example.
3.2. The Model
We describe the four modules of our model (see Figure 2);
implementation details are provided in the supplementary.
Generator: This has the encoder-decoder structure with a
convLSTM (Shi et al., 2015) in the middle. It takes as input
the two conditioning variables ya and ym, and a random
noise vector z ∈ Rp sampled from a normal distribution
N (0, I). The output is a video xˆ|y generated frame-by-
frame by unrolling the convLSTM for T − 1 times.
We use the encoder output to initialize the convLSTM. At
each time step t, we provide the t-th slice of ym,t ∈ Rq
to the convLSTM, and combine its output with the noise
vector z and the encoder output. This becomes input to the
image decoder. The noise vector z, sampled once per video,
introduces a certain degree of randomness to the decoder,
helping the generator probe the distribution better (Good-
fellow et al., 2014). We add a skip connection to create a
direct path from the encoder to the decoder. This helps the
model focus on learning changes in movement rather than
full appearance and motion. We empirically found this to
be crucial in producing high quality output.
Appearance Discriminator: This takes as input four im-
ages, an appearance condition ya and three frames xt−1:t+1
from either a real or a generated video, and produces a
scalar indicating whether the frame is real or fake. Note the
conditional formulation with ya: This is crucial to ensure
the appearance of generated frames is cohesive across time
with the first frame, e.g., it should be facial movements that
change over time, not its identity.
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Figure 2. An overview of our AMC-GAN; we provide architecture and implementation details in the supplementary material.
Motion Discriminator: This takes as input a video x =
[x1:T ] and the two conditions ya and ylm. It predicts three
variables: a scalar indicating whether the video is real
or fake, yˆlm ∈ Rc representing motion categories, and
yˆvm ∈ R2k representing the velocity of k keypoints. The first
is the adversarial discrimination task; we provide the motion
category label ylm to perform class-conditional discrimina-
tion of the videos. The latter two are auxiliary tasks, similar
to InfoGAN (Chen et al., 2016) and BicycleGAN (Zhu
et al., 2017b), introduced to make our model more robust.
We show the importance of the auxiliary tasks in Section 4.
Perceptual Ranking: This takes a triplet (x|y, xˆ|y, xˆ|y′)
and outputs a scalar indicating the amount of violation for
a constraint d(x|y, xˆ|y) < d(x|y, xˆ|y′), where d(·, ·) is a
function that computes a perceptual distance between two
videos, and y′ 6= y; we call y′ a “mismatched” condition.
To compute the perceptual distance, we adapt the idea of
the perceptual loss used in image style transfer (Gatys et al.,
2015; Johnson et al., 2016), in which the distance is mea-
sured based on the feature representation at each layer of a
pretrained CNN (e.g., VGG-16). In this work, we cannot
simply use a pretrained CNN because of the conditioning
variables; we instead use our own discriminator networks
to compute them. Since we have two discriminators, we
choose one based on a mismatched condition y′, i.e., we use
Da when y′ = [ya′ ,ym] and Dm when y′ = [ya,ym′ ].
There are two ways to compute the perceptual distance:
compare filter responses directly or the Gram matrices of
the filter responses. The former encourages filter responses
of a generated video to replicate, pixel-to-pixel, the ones
of a training video. This is too restrictive for our purpose
because we want our model to “go beyond” what exists in
the training data; we want xˆ|y′ to look realistic even if the
given (video, condition) pair does not exist in the training
set. The latter relaxes this restriction by encouraging filter
responses to share similar correlation patterns between two
videos. We take this latter approach in our work.
Let GDj (·) be the Gram matrix computed at the j-th layer of
a discriminator network D. We define the distance function
at the j-th layer of the network as
dj(x|y, xˆ|y) =
∥∥GDj (x|y)−GDj (xˆ|y)∥∥F (1)
where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. To compute the Gram
matrix, we reshape the output of the j-th layer from a
discriminator network to be the size of Nj ×Mj , where
Nj = Tj×Cj (sequence length× number of channels) and
Mj = Hj ×Wj (height × width). Denoting this reshaped
matrix by ωj(x), the Gram matrix is
GDj (x) = ωj(x)
>ωj(x) / NjMj . (2)
Finally, we employ triplet ranking (Wang et al., 2014;
Schroff et al., 2015) to measure the amount of violation,
using x|y as an anchor point and xˆ|y and xˆ|y′ as positive
and negative samples, respectively. Specifically, we use the
hinge loss form to quantify the amount of violation:
R(x|y, xˆ|y, xˆ|y′) =
∑
j
max
(
0, ρ− d−j + d+j
)
(3)
where ρ determines the margin between positive and neg-
ative pairs (we set ρ as 0.01 for Da and 0.001 for Dm),
d+j = dj(x|y, xˆ|y) and d−j = dj(x|y, xˆ|y′), and j = [1, 2].
3.3. Learning Strategy
We specify three constraints on the behavior of our model
to help it learn the data distribution effectively:
• C1: If we take one of the training samples x|y and
pair it with a different condition, i.e., (x|y,y′), our
discriminators should be able to tell the pair is fake.
• C2: Regardless of the input condition, videos produced
by the generator should be able to fool the discrimina-
tors into believing that xˆ|y and xˆ|y′ are real.
• C3: The pair (x|y, xˆ|y) should look more similar to
each other than the pair (x|y, xˆ|y′ ) because the former
shares the same condition (in the latter, y 6= y′).
Conditioning Scheme: We provide three conditions to the
generator, listed in Table 1. The first contains the original
condition (ya, ym) matched with a training video x|ya,ym .
The other two pairs contain mismatched information on
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Appearance Motion Output
ya ym xˆ|ya,ym = G(z | ya,ym)
ya′ ym xˆ|ya′ ,ym = G(z | ya′ ,ym)
ya ym′ xˆ|ya,ym′ = G(z | ya,ym′)
Table 1. Three conditions used in the generator network.
Da Dm
x y G D x y G D
x|ya,ym ya - 3 x|ya,ym ym - 3
x|ya,ym ya′ - 7 x|ya,ym ym′ - 7
xˆ|ya,ym ya 3 7 xˆ|ya,ym ym 3 7
xˆ|ya′ ,ym ya′ 3 7 xˆ|ya,ym′ ym′ 3 7
Table 2. Four conditions used in each discriminator network, with
labels for the generator and discriminators: real (3) or fake (7).
either variable. We select the mismatched condition by
randomly selecting another condition from the training set.
Note that we do not feed the pair (ya′ , ym′ ) to the generator
as it is equivalent to one of the other three combinations.
We provide four conditions to each discriminator, listed
in Table 2. The first and the third rows are identical to
conditional GAN (Mirza & Osindero, 2014). Training our
model with just these two conditions may make our model
treat the conditioning variables as random noise in the worst
case. This is because there is no constraint on the expected
behavior of the conditioning variables on the generation
process, other than just having the end results look realistic.
We provide (x|y,y′) to the discriminators (the second row
in Table 2) and have them identify it as fake; this enforces
the constraint C1. Note that there is no gradient flow back to
the generator because it has no control over x|y. A similar
idea was used by (Reed et al., 2016), where they used a mis-
matched sentence for the text-to-image synthesis task. We
provide (xˆ|y′ ,y′) to the discriminators (the fourth row) to
enforce the constraint C2. With this, the generator needs to
work harder to fool the discriminators because this condition
does not exist in the training set. We do not include (xˆ|y, y′)
and (xˆ|y′ , y) because the conditions used in generator do
not match with the conditions provided to the discriminator.
3.4. Model Training
Our learning objective is to solve the min-max game:
min
θG
max
θD
Lgan(θG , θD) + Lrank (θG)
+ LDaux (θD) + LGaux (θG) (4)
where each L{·} has its own loss weight to balance the
influence of it (see supplementary). The first term follows
the conditional GAN objective (Mirza & Osindero, 2014):
Lgan(θG , θD) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x|y)]
+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z|y)|y))] (5)
where we collapsed Da and Dm into D for brevity. We use
the cross entropy loss for the real/fake discriminators. The
Algorithm 1 AMC-GAN Training Algorithm
1: Input: Dataset {x|y}, conditions y and y′, step size η
2: for each step do
3: z ∼ N (0, I)
4: xˆ|y ← G(z|y), xˆ|y′ ← G(z|y′)
5: (sr, vr, lr)← D(x|y,y), (sm, vm, lm)← D(x|y,y′)
(sf , vf , lf )← D(xˆ|y,y), (sf ′ , vf ′ , lf ′)← D(xˆ|y′ ,y′)
7: LD ← log(sr) + 0.5[log(1− sm)
+ 0.5(log(1− sf ) + log(1− sf ′))]
9: LDaux ←
[
‖yvm − vr‖22 + ‖yvm − vf‖22 +
∥∥y′vm − vf ′∥∥22]
−∑iylm,i [log y(lr,i) + log y(lf,i) + log y(lf ′,i)]
11: θD ← θD + η ∂(LD−LDaux )∂θD
12: d+j =
∥∥GDj (x|y)−GDj (xˆ|y)∥∥F for j = 1, 2
13: d−j =
∥∥GDj (x|y)−GDj (xˆ|y′)∥∥F for j = 1, 2
14: LG ← log(sf ) + log(sf ′)
15: LGaux ← ∑Tt=2 ‖xt|y − xˆt|y‖1 +∑2j=1d+j
16: Lrank ← ∑2j=1max(0, ρ− d−j + d+j )
17: θG ← θG + η ∂(LG − LGaux − Lrank )∂θG
18: end for
second term is our perceptual ranking loss (see Eqn. (3))
Lrank (θG) = R(x|y, xˆ|y, xˆ|y′). (6)
The two terms play complementary roles during training:
The first encourages the solution to satisfy C1 and C2, while
the second encourages the solution to satisfy C3.
The third term is introduced to increase the power of our
motion discriminator:
LDaux = LCE (ylm, yˆlm) + LMSE (yvm, yˆvm) (7)
where the first term is the cross entropy loss for predicting
motion category labels, and the second is the mean square
error loss for predicting the velocity of keypoints.
The fourth term is introduced to increase the power of the
generator, and is similar to the reconstruction loss widely
used in video prediction (Mathieu et al., 2016),
LGaux = ‖x|y − xˆ|y‖1 +
∑
j
dj(x|y, xˆ|y). (8)
Algorithm 1 summarizes how we train our model. We
solve the bi-level optimization problem where we alternate
between solving for θD with respect to the optimum of θG
and vice versa. We train the discriminator networks based
on a mini-batch containing a mix of the four cases listed
in Table 2. We put different weights to each of the four
cases (Line 7), as suggested by (Reed et al., 2016). The
generator is trained on a mini-batch of the three cases listed
in Table 1. We use the ADAM optimizer (Kingma & Ba,
2015) with learning rate 2e-4. For the cross entropy losses,
we adopt the label smoothing trick (Salimans et al., 2016)
with a weight decay of 1e-5 per mini-batch (Arjovsky &
Bottou, 2017).
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Method MUG NATOPS
Random 16.67 4.17
CDNA† (Finn et al., 2016) 35.38 6.80
Adv+GDL‡ (Mathieu et al., 2016) 40.47 8.45
MCnet‡ (Villegas et al., 2017a) 43.22 12.76
AMC-GAN† (ours) 99.79 91.12
Table 3. Video classification results (accuracy). Models with †
learn from a single input frame, while ‡ use four input frames.
4. Experiments
We evaluate our approach on the MUG facial expression
dataset (Aifanti et al., 2010) and the NATOPS human action
dataset (Song et al., 2011). The MUG dataset contains 931
video clips performing six basic emotions (Ekman, 1992)
(anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise). We preprocess it
so that each video has 32 frames with 64 × 64 pixels (see
supplementary for details). We use 11 facial landmark loca-
tions (2, 9, 16, 20, 25, 38, 42, 45, 47, 52, 58th) as keypoints
for each frame, detected using the OpenFace toolkit (Bal-
trusˇaitis et al., 2016). The NATOPS dataset contains 9,600
video clips performing 24 action categories. We crop the
video to 180 × 180 pixels with the chest at the center posi-
tion and rescale it to 64× 64 pixels. We use 9 joint locations
(head, chest, naval, L/R-shoulders, L/R-elbows, L/R-wrists)
as keypoints for each frame, provided by the dataset.
4.1. Quantitative Evaluation
Methodology: We design a c-way motion classifier using a
3D CNN (Tran et al., 2015) that predicts the motion label
ylm from a video (see the supplementary for the architecture).
To prevent the classifier from predicting the label simply by
seeing the input frame(s), we only use the last 28 generated
frames as input. We train the classifier on real training data,
using roughly 10% for validation, and test it on generated
videos from different methods.
We compare our method with recent approaches in video
prediction: CDNA (Finn et al., 2016), Adv+GDL with `1
loss (Mathieu et al., 2016), and MCnet (Villegas et al.,
2017a). For CDNA, we provide ya as input image and
ym as the “action & state” variable. We use 10 masks sug-
gested in their work, and disable teacher forcing for fair
comparison with other methods. Following the original
implementations for Adv+GDL and MCnet, we provide
as input the first four consecutive frames, but no ym. We
also perform ablative analyses by eliminating various com-
ponents of our method; we explain various settings as we
discuss the results.
Results: Table 3 shows the results. We notice that the
CDNA performs worse than the other methods. This is
expected because it predicts future frames by combining
multiple frames via masking, each generated by shifting the
entire pixels of the previous frame in a certain direction. Our
No ya 4.75 No Da 85.97
No ym 7.62 No Dm 79.23
No y, y′ 5.52 No LDaux 81.05
No y′ 86.80 No LGaux 88.29
Ours 91.12 No Lrank 90.83
Table 4. Ablation study results on the NATOPS dataset (accuracy).
datasets contain complex object deformations that cannot
be synthesized simply by shifting pixels. Because our net-
work predicts pixel values directly, we achieve better results
on more naturalistic videos. Both Adv+GDL and MCnet
outperforms CDNA but not ours. We believe this is because
both models learn to extrapolate past observations into the
future. Therefore, if the input (four consecutive frames) do
not provide enough motion information, as is true in our case
(most videos start with “neutral” faces and body poses), ex-
trapolation fails to predict future frames. Lastly, our model
outperforms all the baselines by significant margins. It is be-
cause our model is optimized to generate videos that fool the
motion discriminator with LDaux , which guides our model
to preserve well the property of the motion condition ym.
To verify whether our model successfully generates videos
with the correct motion information provided as input, we
run a similar experiment on the MUG dataset with only
keypoints extracted from the generated output. For this,
we use the OpenFace toolkit (Baltrusˇaitis et al., 2016) to
extract 68 facial landmarks from the predicted output and
render them with a Gaussian blur on a 2D grid to produce
grayscale images. This is then fed into a c-way 2D CNN
classifier (details in the supplementary). The results confirm
that our method produces videos with the most accurate
keypoint trajectories, with an accuracy of 70.34%, compared
to CDNA (23.52%), Adv+GDL (28.81%), MCnet (35.38%).
For an ablation study, we remove input conditions and their
corresponding discriminators to measure the relative impor-
tance of appearance and motion. Not surprisingly, removing
either ya or ym signifncantly drops the performance. Simi-
larly, having no y and y′ (i.e., produce videos solely based
on random noise z) results in poor performance. Finally, we
remove the mismatched conditions y′ from our conditioning
scheme, i.e., we use only the first row of Table 1 and the
first and third rows of Table 2; this is similar to the standard
conditional GAN (Mirza & Osindero, 2014). We can see
a performance drop. This is because our model ends up
treating the conditioning variables alike to random noise;
without contradicting conditions, the discriminators have no
chance of learning to discriminate different conditions.
Removing Dm shows significant drop in performance,
which is expected because without motion constraints the
model is incentivized to produce what appears as a static
image (repeat ya to make the appearance realistic). Remov-
ing Da also decreases the performance, but not as much as
removing Dm. This is however deceptive: videos look visu-
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Preference MUG NATOPS
Prefers ours over CDNA 77.2% 97.1%
Prefers ours over Adv+GDL 80.4% 91.4%
Prefers ours over MCnet 72.4% 98.2%
Prefers ours over the ground truth 13.9% 5.3%
Table 5. Human subjective preference results.
ally implausible and appear to be adversarial examples (the
faces under “No Da” in Fig. 3). This shows the importance
of enforcing constraints on visual appearance: without it,
the model “over-optimizes” for the motion constraint.
Finally, we remove loss terms from our objective Eqn. (4).
Removing LDaux significantly deteriorates our model. This
shows its effectiveness in enhancing the power of the mo-
tion discriminator; without it, similar to removing Dm, the
model is less constrained to predict realistic motion. Re-
moving LGaux decreases the performance moderately. Vi-
sual inspection of the generated videos revealed that this
has a similar effect to removing Da or ya; the model over-
optimizes for the motion constraint. This is consistent with
the literature (Mathieu et al., 2016; Shrivastava et al., 2017)
that shows the effectiveness of the reconstruction constraint.
Removing Lrank hurts the performance only marginally;
however, we found that the ranking loss improves visual
quality and leads to faster model convergence.
4.2. Qualitative Results
Methodology: We adapt the evaluation protocol from (Von-
drick et al., 2016b) and ask humans to specify their subjec-
tive preference when given a pair of videos generated using
different methods under the same condition. We randomly
chose 100 videos from the test split of each dataset and
created 400 video pairs. We recruited 10 participants for
this study; each rated all the pairs from each dataset.
Results: Table 5 shows the results when the participants
are provided with motion category information along with
videos. This ensures that their decision takes into account
both appearance and motion; without the category label,
their decision is purely based on appearance. Our partici-
pants significantly preferred ours over the baselines. No-
tably, for the NATOPS dataset, more than 90% of the partici-
pants voted for ours. This is because the dataset is more chal-
lenging with more categories (24 actions vs. 6 emotions); a
model must generate plausibly looking videos (appearance)
with distinct movements across categories (motion), which
is more challenging with more categories.
To evaluate the quality of the generated videos in terms of
appearance and motion separately, we designed another ex-
periment with two tasks: We give the participants the same
preference task but without motion category information.
Subsequently, we ask them to identify which of the 7 facial
expressions (neutral and 6 emotions) is depicted in each
generated video. These two tasks focus on appearance and
motion, respectively. Our participants preferred ours over
CDNA (80.8%), Adv+GDL (86.4%), MCnet (55%), and
the ground truth (5%). The MCnet approach was a close
match, showing that videos generated by ours and MCnet
have a similar quality in terms of appearance. However,
results from the second task showed that none of the three
baselines successfully produced videos with distinct motion
patterns: The human classification accuracy was: Ours 66%,
CDNA 7%, Adv+GDL 3%, MCnet 7%, GT: 77%. This
suggests that MCnet, while producing visually plausible
output, fails to produce videos with intended motion.
Figure 3 shows generated videos. Our method produces no-
ticeably sharper frames and manifests more distinct/correct
motion patterns than the baselines. Most importantly, the
results show that we can manipulate the future frames by
changing the motion condition; notice how the same input
frame ya turns into different videos. The results also show
the importance of appearance and motion discriminators.
Removing Da deteriorates the visual realism in the output:
While the results still manifest the intended motion (“happy”
in the first set of examples), the generated frames look vi-
sually implausible (the face identity changes over time).
Removing Dm produces what appears as a static video.
The CDNA produces blurry frames without clear motion,
despite the fact that it receives the same ya and ym as our
model. MCnet and Adv+GDL receive four-frame input
frames, which provide appearance and motion information.
While the results are sharper than the CDNA, we see motion
patterns are not as distinct/correct as ours (they look almost
stationary), due to future uncertainty caused by too little
motion information exist in the input. This suggests that
the “learning to extrapolate” approaches do not successfully
address the ill-conditioning issue in video prediction.
The results from our quantitative and qualitative experiments
highlight the advantage of our approach: Disentangling
appearance from motion in the input space and learning
dynamic visual representation using our method produces
higher-fidelity videos than the compared methods, which
suggests that our method learns video representation more
precisely than the baselines.
5. Conclusion
We presented an AMC-GAN to address the future uncer-
tainty issue in video prediction. The decomposition of ap-
pearance and motion conditions enabled us to design a novel
conditioning scheme, which puts constraints on the behavior
of videos generated under different conditions. We empiri-
cally demonstrated that our method produces sharp videos
with the content expected by input conditions better than
alternative solutions.
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!′# = Fear
!# = Happy
!′# = Surprise!′# = Sad
!′# = Disgust !′# = Anger
Ground Truth No $% No $#
CDNA MCnetAdv+GDL
!%
Matched
!′# = Happy
!# = Fear
!′# = Anger!′# = Disgust
!′# = Sad !′# = Surprise
Ground Truth No $% No $#
CDNA MCnetAdv+GDL
!%
Matched
!′# = I have command
!# = Next marshaller
!′# = All clear
!′# = Fire !′# = Hot breaks
Ground Truth No $% No $#
CDNA MCnetAdv+GDL
!′# = Turn left
!%
Matched
Figure 3. Video prediction results; ya is the appearance condition (input frame), ym is the motion condition, four frames under each
method are generated results (8/16/24/32th frames). We show our approach generating different videos using matched (ym) and
mismatched (y′m) motion conditions. We also show our ablation results (No Da/Dm) and the baseline results. See the text for discussion.
To see more results in video format, we invite the readers to visit our project page at http://vision.snu.ac.kr/projects/amc-gan.
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Appendix
A. Architecture Details (Section 3.2)
We provide architecture details of our AMC-GAN in-
truduced in the main paper (Section 3.2).
A.1. Generator Network (Figure A)
It takes a random noise vector z ∈ Rp sampled from a nor-
mal distributionN (0, I), and the two conditioning variables
ya and ym as input; we set p = 96 for MUG and 128 for
NATOPS. The output is a video xˆ|y, generated frame-by-
frame by unrolling a convolutional LSTM (convLSTM) (Shi
et al., 2015) and an image decoder network T − 1 times.
We encode ya using five convolutional layers:
conv2d(32) – leakyReLU – conv2d(64) –
BN – leakyReLU – pool – conv2d(128) –
BN – leakyReLU – pool – conv2d(256) – BN
– leakyReLU – pool – conv2d(256) – BN –
leakyReLU, where conv2d(k) is a 2D convolutional
layer with k filters of 3 × 3 kernel with stride 1, pool is
average pooling on 2 × 2 region with stride 2, and BN is
batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). The output is
an embedding φ(ya) of size 8× 8× 256.
We unroll the convLSTM (Shi et al., 2015) for T − 1 time
steps to produce the output video. The convLSTM has 256
filters of 3× 3 kernel with stride 1. We initialize its states
using φ(ya).
At each t-th time step, we pass the motion condition ym,t ∈
Rq to a fully connected layer with a gated operation. That
is, we compute the gate value t = sigmoid(fc(q)) ∈ R1
and obtain t ∗ fc(q) + (1 − t) ∗ q. Then, we spatially
tile it to form a 8 × 8 × q tensor, which is the input to
the convLSTM. In our experiments, q = 28 for the MUG
dataset (by concatenating 11 of 2D facial landmarks and
an one-hot vector of 6 emotion class) and q = 42 for the
NATOPS dataset (by concatenating 9 of 2D body joints and
an one-hot vector of 24 motion class).
We add a skip connection to create a direct path from φ(ya)
to output of the convLSTM via channel-wise concatenation.
We then apply the spatial tiling to the random noise vector
z ∈ Rp for 8 × 8 times (depicted as “tiling” in Figure A)
and concatenate it with the other two tensors (depicted as
“channel-wise concatenation” in Figure A). This makes the
output of the convLSTM a 8× 8× (512+ p) tensor at each
time step; we set p = 96 for the MUG dataset and 128 for
the NATOPS dataset.
The image decoder (the bottom two rows in Figure A) takes
the concatenated output and produces the next frame by a
series of deconvolutions. To avoid the checkerboard artifact
in deconvolution (Odena et al., 2016), we use the upscale-
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Figure A. Generator G network architecture (used in Figure 2 of
the main paper).
convolution trick for all deconvolutional steps. The de-
coder architecture is conv2d(256) – BN – leakyReLU
– upsample – gating – conv2d(128) – BN –
leakyReLU – upsample – gating – conv2d(64)
– BN – leakyReLU – upsample – gating –
conv2d(64) – BN – leakyReLU – conv2d(3) –
tanh, where conv2d(k) is a 2D convolutional layer with
k filters of 3× 3 kernel with stride 1, and upsample is the
2× 2 bilinear up-sampling.
To provide a skip-connection from the image encoder
to the decoder, we incorporate a gating operator that
computes a weighted average of two tensors, whose
weights are computed from the output of convLSTM
at each time step. Specifically, we encode the convL-
STM output with a small network of upsample(2)
– conv2d(256) – leakyReLU – sigmoid for
[Conv11] , upsample(4) – conv2d(128)
– leakyReLU – sigmoid for [Conv12] and
upsample(8) – conv2d(64) – leakyReLU –
sigmoid for [Conv13], where upsample(k) is a
bilinear up-sampling of k × k kernel. The output of these
small networks are used as weights for the gates. We then
perform a weighted average of two tensors element-wise
(depicted as “element-wise gating” in Figure A). Formally,
denoting the output of the small network (e.g., sigmoid
output of [Conv11]) by s, the result of the 2 × 2
upsampling (e.g., output of [Upsample1]) by u, and the
tensor from the encoder via skip connection (e.g., output
of [Conv4]) by e, the element-wise gating computes:
s · u+ (1− s) · e, where · is element-wise multiplication.
A.2. Appearance Discriminator Network (Figure B)
Our appearance discriminator takes four frame images as
input: an appearance condition ya (i.e., the first frame of a
video) and three consecutive frames xt−1:t+1 from either
a real or a generated video. It then outputs a scalar value
indicating whether the quadruplet input is real or fake.
We feed each image into a network of conv2d(64,2)
– BN – leakyReLU – conv2d(128,2) – BN –
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Figure B. Appearance discriminator Da network architecture.
leakyReLU – conv2d(256,2) – BN – leakyReLU,
and concatenate the output from ya and xt−1:t+1
channel-wise. We then take deconv2d(256) – BN –
leakyReLU – conv2d(512,2) – BN – leakyReLU
– conv2d(1024,4) – BN – leakyReLU – fc(64) –
BN – leakyReLU – σ(fc(1)), where conv2d(k,s) is
a 2D convolutional layer with k filters of 4× 4 kernel with
stride s, deconv2d(k) is a 2D deconvolutional layer with
k filters of 3× 3 kernel with stride 1 and fc(k) is a fully-
connected layer with k units.
A.3. Motion Discriminator Network (Figure C)
This network takes a video x with matched appearance con-
dition ya, and a motion class category ylm as input. It pre-
dicts three variables: a scalar indicating whether the video
is real or fake, yˆlm ∈ Rc representing motion categories, and
yˆvm ∈ R2k representing the velocity of k keypoints.
We encode each frame of x and ya with conv2d(64)
– leakyReLU – conv2d(128) – BN – leakyReLU –
conv2d(256) – BN – leakyReLU, where conv2d(k)
is a 2D convolutional layer with k filters of 4 × 4 kernel
with stride of 2. We then use the encoded ya to initialize
the hidden states of the convLSTM, which has 256 filters of
3× 3 kernel with stride 1. At each time step t, we feed the
encoded frame xt to the convLSTM to produce output ot.
In each time step output ot, we feed it to conv2d(64,2)
– BN – leakyReLU – flatten – tanh(fc(#points
x 2)) to predict the velocity at each time step, where
conv2d(k, s) is a 2D convolutional layer with k fil-
ters of 4 × 4 kernel with stride of s, fc(k) is a fully-
connected layer with k units. Similarly, with the last hid-
den state hT−1, we feed it to conv2d(64,2) – BN –
leakyReLU – flatten – fc(64) – BN – leakyReLU
– fc(#class) – BN – leakyReLU – softmax to pre-
dict the motion class category. Also, for conditional pre-
diction, we share the output of conv2d(64,2) – BN –
leakyReLU step and concatenate the motion class after
replicating them. After that, we feed it to conv2d(64,4)
– BN – leakyReLU – σ(fc(1)) to judge whether given
video have matched motion or not.
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Figure C. Motion discriminator Dm network architecture. Dashed
lines indicate parameter sharing.
B. Experiment Details
B.1. Datasets
MUG facial expression (Aifanti et al., 2010): The dataset
contains 931 video clips performing six basic emotions (Ek-
man, 1992) (anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise). We
preprocess it so that each video has 32 frames with 64 ×
64 pixels (see below for details). For data augmentation we
perform random horizontal flipping, and we use a random
stride (1, 2, or 3) to sample frames around the “peak” frames.
This results in 3,840 video clips, where we use 472 videos
as test data.
For preprocessing, we use the OpenFace toolkit (Baltrusˇaitis
et al., 2016) to detect facial landmarks and action unit (AU)
intensities (see Figure D). We consider only those AUs that
are part of the EMFACS prototypes (Friesen & Ekman,
1983), listed in Table A, under each video’s ground truth
emotion category. We identify one peak frame from each
video that contains the maximum AU intensity (regardless
of AU) and sample 32 frames around it (23 frames before
and 8 after). Next, we use facial landmarks to center-align,
rescale, and crop face regions to 64 × 64 pixels. We use 11
facial landmarks (2, 9, 16, 20, 25, 38, 42, 45, 47, 52, 58th)
as the keypoints (shown in Figure D).
NATOPS human action (Song et al., 2011): The dataset
consists of 9,600 video clips performing 24 action categories.
We discard 765 clips that contain less than 32 frames, result-
ing in 8,835 clips; we use 1,810 clips as test data. We crop
the video to 180 × 180 pixels with the chest at the center
position and rescale it to 64 × 64 pixels. We use 9 joint
locations (head, chest, naval, L/R-shoulders, L/R-elbows,
L/R-wrists) available in the dataset as keypoints.
B.2. The Loss Weights for Different Loss Terms
Table B summarizes the loss weights for different loss terms
in our model that we used for each dataset.
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Figure D. The 68 facial-landmark template used by OpenFace (Baltrusˇaitis et al., 2016). We used 11 landmarks as facial keypoints
(highlighted in red).
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Figure E. Image-based Motion predictor network architecture
B.3. 3D CNN Motion Classifier (Figure E)
We design a c-way motion classifier using a 3D CNN (Tran
et al., 2015) that predicts the motion label ylm from a video.
This network takes a video x as input and predicts a motion
category label ylm. To prevent the classifier from predicting
the label simply by seeing the input frame(s), we discard the
first four frames from the generated videos and use only the
last 28 generated frames as input; we pad the first and last
frame twice, respectively, and feed the 32 frames as input to
the classifier.
We use a 3D CNN architecture of conv3d(64) –
leakyReLU – conv3d(128) – BN – leakyReLU –
conv3d(256) – BN – leakyReLU – conv3d(512),
where BN is batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015)
and conv3d(k) is a 3D convolutional layer (Tran et al.,
2015) with k filters of 4× 4× 4 kernel. We use stride 2 for
the first three conv3d layers and stride 4 for the last one.
The output is an embedding φ(x) of size 2× 2× 512. We
flatten this network to the size of 2048 vectors and then feed
it into fc(128) – BN – leakyReLU – dropout(0.5)
– fc(c) – softmax. We set c = 6 for the MUG facial ex-
pression dataset and c = 24 for the NATOPS human action
dataset.
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tecture
B.4. Keypoint-based Motion Predictor (Figure F)
This network takes a series of keypoint heatmaps x˜, ob-
tained from a video x as input and predicts the motion class
category ylm. Similar to the image-based motion predictor,
we discard the first four frames from generated videos in
order to avoid the video classifier learning to categorize
them from the ground-truth frames in any case.
To obtain the keypoint heatmaps, we first linearly upscale
all real and generated videos to 128× 128. We feed them
to OpenFace (Baltrusˇaitis et al., 2016) keypoint extractor,
obtaining 68 keypoints for each frame. Then, we re-scale the
keypoint coordinates so that they can fit into 64× 64 frames
(instead of 128 × 128). For each keypoint, We generate
a Gaussian heatmap with the variance of 1/28. Then, for
each frame, we merge the 68 heatmaps (64 × 64 pixels)
into a single channel by taking the maximum value pixel-
wisely. The heatmaps for the last 28 frames are concatenated
channel-wisely.
We use a 2D CNN architecture of conv2d(32) – BN
– leakyReLU – conv2d(32) – BN – leakyReLU –
conv2d(32) – BN – leakyReLU – conv2d(32) –
BN – leakyReLU – conv(32) – BN – leakyReLU,
where BN is batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015)
and conv2d(k) is a 2D convolutional layer (Tran et al.,
2015) with k filters of 4 × 4 kernel. We use stride 2
for the first four conv2d layers and stride 4 for the last
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Base Emotions EMFACS Prototypes
Disgust 9
9 + 16 + 25, 26
9 + 17
10∗
10∗ + 16 + 25, 26
10 + 17
Surprise 1 + 2 + 5B + 26, 27
1 + 2 + 5B
1 + 2 + 26, 27
5B + 26, 27
Anger (4 + 5∗ + 7 + 10∗ + 22 + 23 + 25, 26)∗∗
(4 + 5∗ + 7 + 10∗ + 23 + 25, 26)∗∗
(4 + 5∗ + 7 + 23 + 25, 26)∗∗
(4 + 5∗ + 7 + 17 + 23, 24)∗∗
(4 + 5∗ + 7 + 23, 24)∗∗
Happiness 6 + 12∗
12C/D
Sadness (1 + 4 + 11 + 15B + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
(1 + 4 + 15∗ + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
(6 + 15∗ + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
(1 + 4 + 15B + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
(1 + 4 + 15B + 17 + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
(11 + 15B + /− 54 + 64) + /− 25, 26
11 + 17 + /− 25, 26
Fear 1 + 2 + 4 + 5∗ + 20∗ + 25, 26, or 27
1 + 2 + 4 + 5∗ + 25, 26, or 27
1 + 2 + 4 + 5∗ + L or R20∗ + 25, 26, or 27
1 + 2 + 4 + 5∗
1 + 2 + 5Z,+/− 25, 26, 27
5∗ + 20∗ + /− 25, 26, 27
Table A. The EMFACS (emotional facial action coding system) prototype table (Fasel et al., 2004) that we used to select relevant action
units (Section 4.1). * In this combination the AU may be at any level of intensity. ** Any of the prototypes can occur without any one of
the following AUs: 4, 5, 7, or 10.
Loss term MUG NATOPS
Lgan 3.0 1.0
Lrank 100.0 100.0
LCE 0.3 0.03
LMSE 300.0 30.0
‖x|y − xˆ|y‖1 0.1 3.0∑
j dj(x|y, xˆ|y) 1.0 30.0
Table B. The loss weights for different loss terms to balance the
effect of each term used in our experiments.
one. The output is an embedding φ(x˜) of size 32. We
feed it into fc(32) – BN – leakyReLU – fc(6)– BN –
leakyReLU – dropout(0.5) – fc(6) – softmax.
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